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This study aims to determine and analyze the implementation of financing and installment receipt systems and to determine the effectiveness of the implemented system.

This study used a qualitative descriptive approach that aimed to give a clear, complete and systematical description on research focus including all financing procedures and installment receipt. The research subjects were the employees of the financing provision and installment receipts section. The research was conducted for three months. The data used by the researcher were the primary and secondary data by doing observation, interviews and documentation. Then the researcher recorded, analyzed the data, drew the conclusions and gave recommendations.

The research results showed that the system of financing and installment receipts had been suitable with the determined procedures and also the sharia and made the right final result that was the financial report. In addition, accounting system greatly affected the control of the financing provision and installment receipts because the accounting system is a tool for recording all transactions to produce reports consisting the information needed by informants or budget users.